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For any graph H, the function h,. defined by setting h,(G) equal to the number of 
homomorphisms from G into H, is a multiplicative increasing function. L.ov&sz [2] has asked 
whether ail nonzero multiplicative increasing functions are generated by functions of this type. 
We show that this is not the case. I-iowever, the classification of multiplicative increasing aaph 
fUllCtionS iS Still unsolved. we prove several properties of such functions in this pqK?r. 
Let G =(X, E) is called a graph if X is a finite set and E is a subset of 
((a, b) 1 a# b, (a, b) is an unordered pair of X}. We say X = V(G) is the vertex set 
of G, E= E(G) is the edge set of G. 
Let G = (X, E), H = (Y, F) be two graphs. The product of G and Z-Z is the graph 
G x If = (Z, K), where 2 = XX Y, the Cartesian product of X and Y, and 
K = {((x,9 YI), (x*9 Yz)) I t xl, X~)E E and (y,, Y*)E F}. We let Gh denote G x G x 
- * . X G (k times); the sum of G and H is the graph G + Z-Z = ( W, U) with 
W=X,WY,, u=E,UF, where G’=(X,,E,)=G, H,==(Y,,F,)=H and 
X,rlY,=p). Amap 4:Y ---, X is called a homomorphism if it satisfies (y , , y2) E F 
itnplies (Il(yt), +C(YZ)) E E. 
For a fixed graph H, we can define hH from 9J, the set of ail gaphs, into Z? such 
that h,(G) equals the number of homomorphisms from H, into G. !: is very easy 
to get the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.1. (11 ho(A x B) = h,(A)fto(B). 
(2) Zf A is a subgraph of B, then h,(A)< h,(B). 
(3) h,+,(G)=kJG)hs(G). 
(4) Zf G is a connected graph, &(A f B) = ho(A) + h,(B). 
A real-valued function f defined on the set of all g:laphs 5% such that f(G X HI = 
f(G)f(H) is called a r?lultiplicatiue ful&on, and a real-valued function f is 
increasing if f(A) d f(B) whenever A is a subgraph of B. We use M to denote the 
set of all multiplicative increasing graph functions. 
“This paper i:: ;I part OT the author’s Ph.D. thesis. 
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From Theorem 1.1, we know that & is an element of M. Note that M is closed 
under finite product, taking the positive power and pointwise convergence. Hence 
the following functions are elements of M. 
(1) h& a>O, GE%. 
(2) fi h&9 t O!i>O,GiE%* 
i=l 
(3) lim fm 
m---r 
where j’,,, is of type (1) or (2). 
Lovasz [2] observed these facts and he asked whether all nonzero multiplicative 
increasing functions are of these forms. Let L denote the set of all functions in 
I oviisz‘s conjecture. We shall exhibit two counterexamples. Before proceeding, 
we need the following observation. 
Theorem 1.2. Zf fE L and f(P,) = 2, then f&)33 and f(&+K,)~4. 
Proof. By Theorem H(3). L is in fact generated by )tG with G is connected. Let 
G be a connected graph. If G = K,, then h&K,) = 1, &(Pr)= 2, b(P2)= 3, 
h,;(Pz+ K,) = 4, if G is bipartite and G# K,, then &(K,) = 0, )zG(Pr)= 2, 
h,,(PZ)a4, h,&+K@4; and if G is not bipartite, then Jr&K,)= k,(P,)= 
h,;(&) = h,(P,+ K,) = 0. Thus, the theorem follows. q 
2. Gene&zed homomorphism functions 
For every graph G and integer m >O, let G, be the induced subgraph of G 
such that x E G,,, if and only if x is in an m-clique of G. For every fixed H E 3, we 
dcfinc a function !I”,_” : 3 ---* R by 
k,,.,,(G) = h,(G,,). 
Since hH = f11.H for every graph H, we call f~,,,~ the generalized homomorphism 
function. 
.Teoremr 2.1. h ,,,. K E M for cuery YH E N, K E Sil 
proof. Observe that ix. y ) E (G x Z-I),,, if and only if x is in G,, and y is in H,,,. 
‘Ihcrcforc (G x H),, = G,, x If,. Then we have hk ((G x H),,) = hK (G,,, x If,,,) = 
11, (G,, )h, (I-I,,,). This implies fIm,K (G X If) = h,,, K(G)h,,, &f). If G c H, we have 
G,, c M,,, then hK (G,,) s hK (IT,,,). That is to say hm,K (G) s b,,(H). Thus hm,K is 
a multiplicative increasing function. 
Notice that not every generalized homorphism function can be generated by 
hon jomorphism functions, for example, h2.K, E M - L. 
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Proof. From Theorem 2.1, we know h 2,~1 E M. Observe that h2,Kl(PJ = 2 but 
h2,K,(P2 + KJ = 3 ~4. By Theorem 1.2, we get &-, $ L. U 
De&Won. A bipartite graph is a graph whose vertex set V(G) can be partitioned 
into two subsets A and B such that every edge of G joins A with B and vice 
versa. If G is connected bipartite, such a partition is unique; we say such G is ,of 
(I; s) type if IA\ = I and lB( = s. For dn arbitrary bipartite graph G with connected 
components C,, C,, . . . , cm, where each C is bipartite, we say G is of 1: 1 (ri, Si) 
typ if Ci is Of (ri, &) type for every i. 
l%eorem 3.1. If G is a bipartite graph of (T, s) type and H is a bipartite graph of 
(t, u) type, then G x H is a bipartite graph of (rt, su) + (m, st) type. 
Proof. Let G be a bipartite graph with partition A and B; and H is a bipartite 
graph with partition C and D. Note that (x, y) E A x C can only adjacent to 
(z, w) E B x D and vice versa. Similarly, (x, y)~ A x D can only adjacent to 
(z, w) E B x C and vice versa. It is easy to check that the subgraph generated by 
(A X C) U((B x D) and the subgraph generated by (A x D) U (B x C) are cm- 
netted. Then the theorem follows. q 
CWO&UY 3.1. If G is of Cy= 1 (ri, Si ) @w and H is of XI”= 1 (tj, c+) type, then G X H is 
of &.j (ritj, Sicli) +&j (ri+ Siti) Qp* 
Instead of considering the set of all graphs, we concentrate only on the set of ail 
bipartite graphs, B. First, let us consider the function 8 :IEg + R defined by 
e(G) = 2( f (QSi)‘) 
i=l I 
where G is of I:= 1 (ri, Si) type. 
Theorem 3.2. 8 is a multiplicative increasing function oyil the set sf all bipartite 
graphs. 
Proof. Let G, H be bipartite graphs of Cyzl (ri, Si) type and C/h 1 (tj, Ui> type, 
respectively. By Corollary 3.1, G X H is of Ci,i (riti, SiUi)+Ci,i (rit+, Siti) type. ThUS 
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If 11 is a subgraph of G and G is of Cr= 1 (pi, q) type, then H is of xi (ci (qj, bii)) 
type where & aii s ri and zi bii s Si. Without loss of generality, we may assume 
xi qi r= ri and xi bij = si for every i. For each i we have 
Summing over all i, we get 8(6+8(H). Therefore 8 is multiplicative and 
increasing. Cl 
Now we want to extend 0 to the set of all graph, 3. Let us define 6: 29 + R by 
a(G) == @(G x P,). Note that for every graph G, G x PI is bipartite. Therefore 6 is 
well defined. Moreover, we have 8 = S in the set of all bipartite graphs. Also, it is 
easy to see that for nonbipartite connected graph, 6(G) = O. 
Theorem 3.3. 6 E M - L. 
Proof* Since ev,) = 2, 
S(G x f-f) - iecc x H x P,) = ;e(G x f-f x P,)e(P,) 
= @(G x f-f x P, x P,) = [$tI(G x P,)][@(H x P,)] = 6(G) 5(H). 
And., if H is a subpraph of G, then H X P, is also a subgraph of G X PI. Thus 
O(G x P,)~O(?fx P,). We get 6(G)a6(H). Thus SE M. Note that 6(P,J=2 and 
fi( Pz) = 2v’z< 3. By Theorem 1.2, we get ci# H. Cl 
4,* The number of disjoint edges in a graph 
The function 6 that was studied in Section 3 gives rise to the following 
quest ion: Find 
inf{f(&) 1 f(PJ = 2. f~ M). 
For f E M, f( PI) = 2, we have f(P,) af(P,) = 2. Therefore the infimum exists, say 
. ,. Moreover, since 6 E M, S(P,) = 2 and S( f”“$ = 23, we have 2 G co< 2~6. 
b‘~. shall use the following theorem. 
Proof. We prove the theorem through the following steps. 
( 1) By induction, it can be ~asi’ly proved t&at (mP,jk = 2k %t”P,. 
(2) From (l), WC know 27 = Pj’ ’ for every integer s HO. Thus, we have 
f(2’P,) = f[(PJ+‘] = Lf(P,)3”” = 2S+‘. 
( 1) Wc prove that f(nP,) = 2n. 
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Suppose ff*& = 2m # 2n for some n. First assume m > n. Because m/n > 1, we 
have lim, --+- (n-r/# = 00. We can always find t and s such that n’ G 2” e m I. Now 
consider (*I)’ = 2%*& Since 2%’ C 2’+‘-‘, we get (nP,)’ is a subgraph of 
2’+‘-‘P1. Therefore 
(a) f[(nPJ] <f(2t+s-fPI) = 2*+“. 
However 
(b) f[(nPJ] = If(npt)]’ = (2n# > 2res. 
(a) and (b) contradict each other. Therefore it is impossible that f(nf$) = 2m # 2n 
with m > n. We can use the same method to show it is also impossible for 
f(nP,) = 2m with m < n. Therefore f(nPi) = 2n for every n > 0. 
(4) If G is a bipartite graph and m is an integer, then f(mG) = mg. 
First, if m =2k is an even integer, we have mG = 2kG = G x kP,. Then 
f(mG) =f(G x kP,) = f(G) f(kP,) = g2k = mg. 
If m is an odd number, 2m is an even integer. From the above discussion, we 
know that f(2mG) = 2mg. But 2mG = mG x P1. We have f(mG)f(P,) = f(2mG) = 
2mg) i.e., 2f(mG) = 2mg. Therefore f(mG) = mg. 
(5) If G is a n l.ubitrary graph, G x P, is bipartite graph. Since mG x P, = 
m (G x P,), we have 
f(mG)f(P,) = f(mG x PI) = mf(G)f(P,) = 2mg. 
But since f(P,) = 2, we have f(mG) = mg. tl 
Let G be an arbitrary graph G with vertex set {x,, x2, . . . , x,,], u = IV(G)l. 
Using r(G) to denote the maximal number of disjoint edges of G, we can define 
P(G) = lim,,, [y(G”)]““. Then, as r(G”)P, c GM, if f is in M and f(P,) = 2, 
then by Theorem 4.1, f(y(G”‘)P,) = 2r(G”). We get 
f(G) = f(Gm)““’ sf(y(G”)f,)““’ = (2y(G”))““. 
Therefore 
f(G)2 lim (2$G’“))*‘” = lim (y(G”))“” = P(G). tn -+x2 111 -+=A 
In particular co- =- P(P,). Later we will show that B(P,) = 23. Thus, we get 
co = 2Jz. 
We are going to give a formula for the calculation of P(G). HoweveT:, we need 
some probabilistic results. 
Let D=((al,U,,...,a,)laiaO,C~~,Ui= 1). Let H : D -+ R be 21 function 
defined by: 
H(a) = i -4 log, a, where Q = (a,, ~22,. . . , %) 
i=l 
The function W is called the entropy function. It is well known that the entropy 
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function satisfies 
m I/m 
(i) lim = uH’*’ where urn EN for every i. 
m-Jc a,m,a2m,.. .,l&m 
(ii) H(j(a + 6)) 3 min( H(u), H(6)). 
Let A = A(G) be the subset of D defined by 
A(G) = <rED13zii, l~i,j~u,O~zijcl,zij=O if (q,Xj)$E(G), 
Zij = Xii and C Zii = q . 
i I 
Since A(G) is defined by equations and 0 - C Zij s 1, A(G) is a compact subset of 
D. WC can find c in A(G) such that 
H(c) = max{H(a) 1 u E A(G)). 
Our main result is the following theorem. 
Theorem 432. P(G) = 17”‘~’ where H(G) = max(H(a) 1 a E A(G)). 
5. Roof of Theorem 4.2 
We will prove the theorem in the next section. 
On D, we can define a relation ‘-(;’ by a -G 6, if there exists Ziiv 1 =Z i, j s U, 
such that 
( 1) 0 s fi, s 1 l
(2) z,, = 0 if (4. xi)$ E(G). 
(3, x, Z,i = Ui for every i. 
(3) x, z,, = bi for every j. 
We would like to explain the concept ‘-+(; ’ more closely. Let m be a positive 
intcgcr. Let y = (y,, y2, . . . , y,,) be a vertex in G’“. We call a = (a,, u2, . . . , a,,) 
with u, = I(yi 1 yi = Xi}l/nl the distribution of y. Let y, z be two vertices in G’” such 
*hat (y, z) is an edge in G”‘. Then their rcb;pective distributions a, 6 satisfies 
u --jCl 6. Conversely, given u, 6 E D, where no+ ntbi are integers for every i and 
u -(; 6, then there exists y, z vertices in G’” with their respective distributions a, 
6 such that (y, z) is an edge in G”‘. We say E y, n) E E(G”‘) is of a -3G 6 type if 
their distributions are a and 6. respectively. 
L@KUM 5.1. If tl -<; 6, we have $(a +6) -cI $(a + 6). Moreover, A(G) = 
;4 5 D i a --*(; a}. 
hoaf. Let zli satisfy (I), (2), (3) and (4). Consider zIi = $(zii + +A we then get 
$(o ~b)+&z+b). Cl 
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By Lemma %l and H&u + 6)) B min(H(s), H(b)), we see that the following 
theorem will imply Theorem 4.2. 
meomn 5.1 
log P(G) = ~_~min(H(a), H(b)) log o = pma H(a) log o. 
Roof. Since A(G) is defined by rational inear functions, A(G) can be garamet- 
rized by rational linear equations. Therefore for a given ii EA, we can find a 
sequence {fi}T= 1 such that limi_,o,fi = 6 and for each 6, all its components are 
rational numbers, 
For each Pi = (ri,, ri2, . . . , rb), we can find an integer m such that mri = 
(mri,9 W29 . . . , ri) with all mr,, integers. In Gm, let S(m, q) = (y E G” 1 the dis- 
tribution of y is ri}. Then the induced subgraph Gmls(m,r,I is a vertex-transitive 
graph without isolated vertices. To be more precise, if y, z are adjacent in 
G”l S(m.q h then for every UE Sm, the symmetric group on RI letters, 
(Ym9 Yd2b l l l ’ Yatmj) is adjacent to (zVtI,, z,,(~), . . . , z,~,,). Moreover, since 
ri 4G ri, for every y E S(m, ri) there exists z E S(m, ri) such that y is adjacent to % 
in G”. 
Let x and y be adjacent in Gm(S(m,,,); there exists a E Sm such that a(r) = y. Let 
x be fixed and consider the set Se = (x, = x, x2 = c(x~), . . . y rk = a(&_ ,)}, whiere 
o(xk) = xl. Then GmIs, forms a cycle or an edge (if k = 2). SO, S,, . . . , St having 
been contructed, if there exists z$ SO U S1 U. l l U St, then there is a n; E S,,, such 
that V*(X) = z. Then set St+, = {z, ~,~~;‘(z), . . . , n,ak -‘w,~(z)}. Then S,+ I is 
disjoint from SO U S1 U l l l U St. 
For this reason, we get SO, S,, . . . , Sd__ 1a partition of S( m, Pi j for some d. For 
each i, 0~ i <d - 1, Ck is a subgraph of Si. (We let Cz= PI.) TINIS v(Si) a[#]. 




=3 mq, mri,, . . ..mriu ) a 
we simply use the fact that each cycle Ck has [‘k] disjoint edges and k = 3 is the 
worst case for the inequality.] 
Thus, we have 
P(G) = lim [Y(G,,,)]“~ 
m-- 
1 [( m )3 
l/m 
3 lim - 
m-w 3 mri,, ?Ilrj2, . . . , mriu 
= t++%’ 
But since H is a continuous function, we get 
(c) Z’(G) 2 I?(~) for every SEA. 
On the other hand, let c be the point in A(G) such that &I(e) = 
max{H(a) 1 u E A(G)). 
Note that in G”, there are at most (“+G- ‘) different distributions, and therefore 
there are at most m 2u different types a 4G 6 where u, b, are distributions of SolfEe 
vertices in G”. Let M be a set of disjoint edges in G” with IMI = yfG*). Define 
an equivalence relation in E(G”) by (s y) - (z, w) is they are af the same type. 
By Pigeotl Hole Principle, there exists some a +G Q such that the set K = 
(w, y) 1 (x, y) is of type 0 +G b) satisfies IKI s PII-*~ fA4I = m”*“r(G”). Therefore 
me2”y(GrnJ smin(tS(m, a)!, IS(m, WI}. 
ThUS 
r( 6”‘) s max min{lS(m, a)l, IS(m, W 
odb 
This implies 
P(G) = $IJII y(G”‘)““’ 
lim (rn2” IS(m, ~)l)*‘~‘, m_~ 
m-r 
lim (m2u IS(m, b)l)““) 
= max uHta) 
a-a 
(d) = uf’(c’ 
From (c) and (d), we have P(G) = I.J~‘~’ 0 
As mentioned above, we kntiw P(G)<f(G) for every f~ M with f(P,) = 2. 
Therefore P(G) can be viewed as a lower bound for multiplicative increasing 
function. However, we do not know whether P itself is multiplicative or not. Our 
conjecture is that P is not. In general P(G) is very difficult to calculate. In [3], 
%a; gives a list of P(G) for some graph G. Here we present an example. 
Theorem 5.2. P(P2) = 2Jz. 
Proof. Let V(P,) = (0, 1,2}, E(P,) = ((0, l), (<l, 2)). Consider q1 = qO = 22.1= 
21.2 = 1 and t,, = 0 for other (i, j). We have (a,, i, $, + P2(& 4, $) and 3H’!3*i’ = 2a. 
However 6 E M and 6(P2) = 2fi. However 8 E M and a(&) = 2fi. We get 
242 < P( Pz) < S( Pz) = 2&. Therefore P(P,) = 2Jz. Cl 
Re ~rrark. In [3], Hsu has proved that S# P 
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